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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is a handy way for statistics 

sharing and provides a bendy environment, which 

brings diverse benefits for both the society and 

people. There is principal difficulty with cloud 

computing this is in herbal cloud permit person to 

directly proportion the statistics to server which 

may be study by using third birthday celebration if 

the records are precious it becomes a first-rate 

damage to the users. Thus, it's far essential to have 

an efficient cryptographically more desirable get 

right of entry to manipulate even as sharing the 

facts and on the shared statistics. Identity-based 

totally encryption is a better cryptographical 

primitive to construct an information sharing 

device. However, get entry to control is not static. 

That is, if consumer have shared records to a user 

and that user’s authorization is expired, there 

should be a mechanism that could cast off him/her 

from the system. Consequently, the revoked person 

should be capable of get right of entry to each the 

formerly and subsequently shared information. To 

this stop, we advise a belief known as Data 

Prefetching-garage identity-based encryption (RS-

IBE), which offer ahead/backward safety of cipher 

textual content by means of introducing the 

functionalities of user revocation and cipher text 

update simultaneously. Furthermore, we gift a 

concrete creation of RS-IBE, and prove its safety 

inside the described protection model. The overall 

performance comparisons suggest that the proposed 

RS-IBE scheme has benefits in phrases of 

capability and performance, and for this reason is 

viable for a realistic and value-effective records-

sharing system. Finally, we provide 

implementation consequences of the proposed 

scheme to illustrate its practicability. As we are 

using more facts even as uploading and 

downloading with multiple person load balancing 

additionally performs a first-rate position so if 

more than one customers are accessing the equal 

facts at a time they need to be able to get right of 

entry to it with none visitors to address such 

scenario’s we are the use of elastic load balancing 

with Google app engine. 

 

Keywords: secure data sharing, cloud 

computing, Google app engine. 

 

1. EXISTING SYSTEM  

Many authorized customers can get admission to 

the remotely stored records from extraordinary 

geographic places making it handier for them. Once 
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the statistics has been outsourced to a remote CSP 

which might not be straightforward, the data 

proprietors lose the direct control over their 

sensitive statistics. This loss of control increases 

new bold and tough obligations related to facts 

confidentiality and integrity protection in cloud 

computing. The confidentiality issue may be 

handled with the aid of encrypting sensitive 

statistics earlier than outsourcing to faraway 

servers. 

 As such, it's far an essential demand of customers 

to have a robust evidence that the cloud servers still 

possess their statistics and it isn't always being 

tampered with or partially deleted over time. 

Consequently, many researchers have centred on 

the hassle of provable statistics ownership (PDP) 

and proposed unique schemes to audit the statistics 

saved on remote servers. 

  PDP is a technique for validating data integrity 

over far off servers. In an ordinary PDP model, the 

facts owner generates a few metadata/records for an 

information document to be used later for 

verification purposes via a venture-reaction 

protocol with the far off/cloud server. The 

proprietor sends the record to be saved on a 

faraway server which may be untrusted, and deletes 

the neighbourhood reproduction of the document. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To address this issue and recognize which copies 

have been corrupted, we discuss a slight 

modification to be applied to the proposed scheme. 

 

 We propose a map-based provable multi-copy 

dynamic data possession (MB-PMDDP) scheme. 

This scheme provides an adequate guarantee that 

the CSP stores all copies that are agreed upon in the 

service contract. Moreover, the scheme supports 

outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it supports block-

level operations such as block modification, 

insertion, deletion, and append. The authorized 

users, who have the right to access the owner’s file, 

can seamlessly access the copies received from the 

CSP. 

 We provide a load balancing concept which enable 

the user to access data from a free cloud storage 

space so the load will be equally splinted and the 

processing speed, efficiency to the user will 

practically higher than normal systems. 

 

 We give a thorough comparison of MB-PMDDP 

with a reference scheme, which one can obtain by 

extending existing PDP models for dynamic single-

copy data. We also report our implementation and 

experiments using Amazon cloud platform. 

 

 We show the security of our scheme against 

colluding servers, and discuss a slight modification 

of the proposed scheme to identify corrupted 

copies. 

 

 The security for the data are provided with MD5 

Algorithm and the Verification Algorithm which 

make the data file file name encrypted in 128bit. 

 

 The six polynomial algorithm provides a next level 

of protection to the data and the user who interact 

with them. 
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 Different from traditional deduplication 

systems, the differential privileges of users are 

further considered in duplicate check besides the 

data itself. New deduplication constructions 

supporting authorized duplicate check in a hybrid 

cloud architecture. 

 

 As a proof of concept, a prototype of 

recommend authorized duplicate check scheme and 

conduct tested experiments using the prototype. 

That recommend authorized duplicate check 

scheme incurs minimal overhead compared to 

normal operations. 

 

 

3. DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

 Data Owner. 

 Third Party Auditor.  

 Data User.  

 Data sharing. 

3.1 DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

 An owner has to upload its files in a cloud 

server, register first. Then only can be able to do it. 

For that he needs to fill the details in the 

registration form. These details are maintained in a 

database. Registration is one of the primary 

modules in any data management system. Entity 

Registration is a simple, flexible module for 

allowing and tracking user registrations for events, 

or just about anything you want people to sign up 

for. Entity Registration can be integrated with 

Dural Commerce to allow fee-based registrations: 

sell tickets to stuff. This module is also handy if 

you want to collect information along with 

registrations: like shoe-size for a bowling event. 

We only consider how to audit the integrity of 

shared data in the cloud with static groups. It 

means the group is pre-defined before shared data 

is created in the cloud and the membership of users 

in the group is not changed during data sharing. 

 If a third party auditor TPA to do some 

cloud offer, they should register first. Here we are 

doing like, this system allows only three cloud 

service providers. After third party auditor gets 

logged in, He/ She can see how many data owners 

have uploaded their files into the cloud. Here it is 

providing three TPA for maintaining three different 

clouds. In Sig Gen, a user is able to compute ring 

signatures on blocks in shared data. Each user in 

the group is able to perform an insert, delete or 

update operation on a block, and compute the new 

ring signature on this new block in Modify. Proof 

Gen is operated by the TPA and the cloud server 

together to generate a proof of possession of shared 

data.  

In this module if a user wants to access the 

data which is stored in register their details first. 

These details are maintained in a Database. If the 

user is an authorized user, download the file by 

using file id which has been stored by data owner 

when it was uploading. There are two types of 

users in a group: the original user and a number of 

group users. The original user and group users are 

both members we only consider how to audit the 

integrity of shared data in the cloud with 

staticgroups. It means the group is pre-defined 

before shared data is created in the cloud and the 

membership of users in the group is not changed 

during data sharing. The original user is responsible 

for deciding who is able to share her data before 

outsourcing data to the cloud. Another interesting 

problem is how to audit the integrity of shared data 

in the cloud with dynamicgroups a new user can be 

added into the group and a previous group member 

can be revoked during data sharing while still 

preserving identity privacy. 
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4. ADVANTAGES 

 TPA should be able to efficiently audit the 

cloud data storage without demanding the local 

copy of data, and introduce no additional on-line 

burden to the cloud user; the third 

party auditing process should bring in no new 

vulnerabilities towards user data privacy. 

 High security for data is provided for data 

while sharing and after sharing as we are 

transferring data in secured manner with Google 

app engine. 

 If multiple user are accessing the same 

data shared by an authorized user with Google load 

balancing concept data can be provided to multiple 

user spontaneously without any network traffic. 

 One critical challenge of cloud storage 

services is the management of the ever-increasing 

volume of data that can be handled with this 

method. 

 The Network upload and download graph 

helps the all know how was the data shared 

between multiple users. 

 The Google app engine encryption 

technique helps the data to be high secured as the 

file name is changed from original name after 

uploading and while receiving he/she get the same 

file name. 

 

5. LIMITATIONS 

 Outsourcing statistics to a far flung cloud 

provider issuer (CSP) permits agencies to save 

more information on the CSP than on non-public 

laptop systems. Such outsourcing of records 

storage allows agencies to pay attention on 

innovations and relieves the weight of regular 

server updates and different computing problems. 

Moreover, many legal users can access the 

remotely stored information from exceptional 

geographic locations making it greater convenient 

for them. 

 As we are using Google app engine user 

need internet for performing actions in it and to 

share the data between other users. 

 If the data shared with a client and admin 

thinks that data is shared to wrong person so key 

shared with him/her is revoked again the data has 

to be shared with key only then the client see it.  

 

6. RELATED WORK 

Plenty of researchers have dedicated vast attention 

to the issues on the way to securely outsource local 

keep to remote cloud server. Among which, the 

problem of remote statistics integrity and 

availability auditing attacks the attestation of many 

researchers. The principles and answer Provable 

Data Possession (PDP) and Proofs of Retrievability 

(PoR) were first proposed by way of Ateniese et al. 

And Juels et al. In their scheme, the homomorphic 

authentication tech-unique was followed to reduce 

both the conversation and computation price. Later, 

some of editions of PDP and PoR schemes are 

designed to enhance the efficiency and beautify the 

function of simple schemes, which include 

allowing public auditing and supporting facts 

replace. 

To decorate the previous works, Wang et 

al. designed a scheme to guide proportion records 

integrity auditing, whose scheme followed ring 

signature to protect the privacy of users. The 

problem of the scheme is that it does no help 

dynamic group and also suffers from a 

computational overhead linear to the group size and 

the number of records auditing. To similarly assist 

user revocation, Wang et al. designed another 

scheme based totally on the belief that no collusion 
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happens among cloud servers and revoked person. 

As a depend of truth, they assumed that the 

personal and authenticated channels exit among 

every pair of entities and collusion between invalid 

customers and cloud servers will lead to the 

disclosure of secrets and techniques of all other 

valid users. Recently, Yuan and Yu designed a 

dynamic public integrity auditing scheme with at 

ease organization person revocation. The scheme is 

primarily based on polynomial authentication tags 

and adopts proxy tag replace techniques, which 

makes their scheme help public checking and 

efficient consumer revocation. However, the 

authors do now not recollect the cipher text shop. 

Also, to make the scheme green, the statistics 

owner (the statistics owner’s personal key is not 

vital) does now not take part within the consumer 

revocation segment, in which the cloud may want 

to behaviour some malicious operation of person’s 

information while it col-lodes with the revoked 

users. 

Gennaro et al.  Formalized the perception 

of verifi-capable computation which permits a 

patron to outsource the computation of an arbitrary 

characteristic. However, it is inefficient for 

practical applications because of the com-plicated 

fully homomorphic encryption strategies. Also, any 

other disadvantage of the schemes primarily based 

on absolutely homomorphic encryption is that, the 

patron should repeat the steeply-priced pre-

processing stage if the malicious server attempts to 

cheat and examine a bit of records. Benabbas et al. 

Proposed the primary practical verifiable database 

scheme based totally at the hardness of the 

subgroup club hassle in bilinear groups with 

Composite order. However, the scheme does not 

aid the general public verifiability assets. Catalano 

and Fiore proposed a sensible strategy to construct 

verifiable database (VDB) from vec-tor dedication 

that supports the general public verifiability. Both 

of the schemes count on that the dimensions of the 

out-sourced database should be fixed and the 

patron can know the outsourcing feature earlier. 

Recently, Backes et al. supplied a bendy VDB 

scheme with two additional properties that gets rid 

of the belief. 

Group signature is delivered by using 

Chaum and Heyst. It provides anonymity for 

signers, wherein each group member has a non-

public key that permits the person to signal 

messages. However, the resulting signature 

maintains the identity of the signer mystery. 

Usually, there may be a 3rd celebration that could 

behaviour the signature anonymity the use of a 

special trapdoor. Some sys-teems assist revocation 

wherein organization membership may be disabled 

with-out affecting the signing capacity of 

unrevoked customers. Boneh and Shacham 

proposed an efficient organization signature with 

verifier-neighbourhood revocation. The scheme 

affords the houses of organization signature which 

includes selfless-anonymity and traceability. Also, 

the scheme is a brief signature scheme where 

person revocation best requires sending revocation 

facts to sig-nature verifiers. Libert et al. proposed a 

brand new scalable revocation technique for 

organization signature based at the broadcast 

encryption framework. However, the scheme 

introduces important garage overhead at group 

consumer facet. Later, Libert et al. designed a 

scheme to enhance the previous scheme that could 

attain personal key of regular size. In their scheme, 

the unrevoked individuals nonetheless do now not 

need to replace their keys at each revocation. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Which helps outsourcing of multi-copy dynamic 

facts, where the facts owner is capable of not only 
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archiving and accessing the information copies 

stored by way of the CSP, but additionally updating 

and scaling these copies on the far flung servers. To 

the exceptional of our understanding, the proposed 

scheme is the primary to cope with a couple of 

copies of dynamic statistics. The interplay among 

the authorized users and the CSP is considered in 

our scheme, in which the authorized users can 

seamlessly get entry to a data reproduction received 

from the CSP using an unmarried secret key shared 

with the information proprietor. Moreover, the 

proposed scheme helps public verifiability, enables 

arbitrary number of auditing, and lets in ownership-

free verification where the verifier has the capacity 

to affirm the records integrity despite the fact that 

he neither possesses nor retrieves the document 

blocks from the server. In all the provided several 

new deduplication constructions helping legal 

duplicate check in hybrid cloud architecture, 

wherein the duplicate-test tokens of files are 

generated with the aid of the personal cloud server 

with private keys. Security analysis demonstrates 

that our schemes are cosy in phrases of insider and 

outsider attacks distinctive inside the propose 

protection model. As an evidence of concept, in the 

applied a prototype of our endorse authorized 

replica test scheme and behaviourtested 

experiments on our prototype. In this legal replica 

take a look at scheme incurs minimal overhead 

compared to convergent encryption and community 

transfer. The new technique will stability the 

weight of uplink and downlink this will reduce the 

user processing load and permit the performance of 

the processing. 
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